
NUX Mighty Air is a wireless stereo modeling guitar bass amplifier

with Bluetooth connectivity and a dedicated app that can enhance

your tone from your Android and iOS devices It can serve you for

bedroom practice, pre-show warming up, travel entertainment and

more. NUX Mighty Air sets the new standard for practice amplifiers

with its complete wireless versatility. The included transmitter and

onboard receiver wireless system can work well with any guitar/bass,

active pickups or passive pickups. It’s time to wave goodbye to the

AA-size batteries, a high-performance rechargeable battery is built

into this amplifier that can provide up to 18 hours of continuous

playing time on a single charge. o design an amplifier that can work

perfectly with both Guitars and Basses, our R&D team has created a

unique speaker system by using 2 2” custom speakers witha passive

bass radiator. Guitar mode is loaded with 4 channels: Clean,

Overdrive, Distortion and Acoustic Simulator, while Bass mode has 3

channels: Pop, Rock and Funk. Don’t be fool by its control panel,

there are loads of preamp models and cabinet IRS and effects

available with our Mighty AMP app. And the best part is that you can

save all the changes you made to a channel for further use. The NUX

Mighty Air’s Bluetooth can do more than just audio playback, it also

comes with 9 built-in EQ presets that you can be handy in some

cases. Let’s say that if you want to play along with a new song and

you cannot find its backing track, use preset Guitar Cut will eliminate the guitar signal automatically.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

A 10-watt amplifier that caters to the needs of modern guitarists & bassists

Plug-n-play, complete wireless versatility both for active/passive pick ups (includes receviver and transmitter)

Up to 18 hours of continuous playing time (high-performance built in rechargeable battery)

2 modes: guitar/bass

4 Guitar channels: Clean, Overdrive, Distortion, Acoustic Simulator

3 Bass channels: Pop, Rock, Funk

Loads of preamp models, cabinet IRs, drum machines and effects

Bluetooth audio playback with EQ Choices (4.2 version)

Compact and ultra light

SPECIFICATIONS

USB Power Type-C 5V 2A

Playing Time Up to 18 Hours

Charging Time 3 Hours

Speakers 2 x 2" (10W, 4 ohm)

Frequency Response Range 20Hz-22kHz

Bluetooth version 4.2 (10 meters)

Transmitter B-5RC (2.4 GHz-24 bit-44.1 KHz, latency <5ms, 15mt transmission, 3 hours operation time)

Dimension (amp) 186(L) x 91(W) x 98(H)mm
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Weight (amp) 780gr
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